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LISTENING TO THE LAND II WORKSHOP
1st - 4th May 2006 

Individual study rooms

The overall study area is known as the magic triangle. For the workshop the land has 

been parcelled up into twelve individual study rooms, with their distinct topography and 

individual characteristics.

As part of the workshop two people followed through a sevenfold path towards a land 

development strategy. The suggestions made by the advocates of the place are mapped 

out in this appendix. They have been grouped into four distinct areas. 

The individual contributions illustrate in more detail the nature of the suggested 

development. 
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MAGIC TRIANGLE 
The three energy points

There are three points in the landscape that are interrelated and manifest areas special 

energy points. These points should be respected in any future development.

In addition there are three zones that are recommended for different uses. The area 
marked in green is most suited for housing development, the area marked in yellow is 
most suited for community outdoor uses such as festivals and gatherings and the area 
marked in orange is of particular beauty and best to be retained as managed nature 
spaces.  
The three landmark points stand for: 

Point 1: Freedom
Point 2: Love
Point 3: Grounding point
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VISIONING PROCESS
Growing ideas for possible development on the Magic Triangle 

As each group presents their suggestions for the development of their study room a first 

picture of the overall future land development arises. 

With the emerging proposal in mind each group revisited the land to verify their ideas on 

site. The groups were also asked to further their ideas together with their neighbours to 

help attune the overall development picture. 

In their role as advocates for the land people had to act in honesty to the land and stay 

clear of personal preferences. This proved difficult in respecting the voices of the 

advocates of the land outside ones personal study room.
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GROUPING OF STUDY ROOMS INTO FOUR AREAS
The findings of the individual study rooms could be grouped together in four 
areas with the following gesture and character: 

AREA 1:  NATURE PREDOMINATES (Green)
AREA 2:  LIGHT AND STAGED DEVELOPMENT  (Yellow)

AREA 3:  AREAS FOR ARTS AND CULTURAL USE (Orange)

AREA 4:  PIAZZA AND DENSE VILLAGE CHARACTER (Purple)

This general view shows a gentle gradation from dense development towards Pineridge 

to low impact development towards the dune land and suggests a number of large 

external community gathering spaces along the north south axis in line with the Universal 

Hall. 
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AREA 1:  NATURE PREDOMINATES
Gesture of overview and quietude. Area of peace and gentleness, the bird 
sanctuary and landscape preservation. Highpoint at rainbow tree to be 
strengthened, water element to be introduced.  

Come see me as I am

Be with me as I am
Be as I am

Wild, gentle, free
Come and simply be

As you walk on my pathways

You are the blood in my veins

As I quicken the blood in yours

Come, revive, refresh, come rest come

Nestle in the chambers of my heart

Margot

Study room 8: High dune ridge
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Path along high dune ridge to be maintained. No buildings in this area but off the path 

are little niches, places for nesting and resting, like chambers of my heart. Main hollow to 

possibly have a roof similar to the  “Eden Project” at some point in the future.

Study room 11: rainbow tree
Quiet reflective space,

Highpoint aligns with the Universal Hall,

Strengthen with viewing platform or similar.

Study room 7: Landscape Angel
Mother earthy quality
Eco pilgrimage area

Strengthen life within the farm

Area for the things that don’t speak

No businesses, no buildings

Leave the place as it is, surround it with gentle garden design to protect it from erosion.

Could serve as a garden for educational purpose.
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AREA 2:  LIGHT AND STAGED DEVELOPMENT 
Light human impact: development to east end of dune ridge and in second stage 
low impact development in dry valley.

Garden and nature cultivation in first stage 

Monastic retreat units into dunes
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Study room 1: monastic units
Monastic retreat accommodation, stone terraces; total simplicity, small scale, with a 

number of shared facilities; common room.

 Study room 10: Garden valley
“Not yet feeling” Wait until nature is ready. Create paths and areas of gentle cultivation, 

due to access problems no major development but possibly a terraced garden with small 

shelters and sandstone footpaths. The percolation area of the living machine could serve 

as a source for a water feature. 


